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Jesus said to her, "Daughter, your faith has made you well, go in peace and be healed of  your disease". 

Fear, belief, trust. 
Jesus and the disciples have returned to the Jewish side. Each crossing of  the lake is portrayed as stormy. 
What is it that is going on? At each point it seems someone or some people get afraid. After the crossing to 
the Gentile side the disciples have to recover from their fear. While over that side, after the healing of  the 
man in the graveyard, the people there were also afraid and sent Jesus away. What is it about there being 
sides of  the lake that seems to make such a crossing of  the boundary difficult. 
What are the boundaries we find difficult to cross in our community? What brings on fear and distrust? 

Now he’s back in Jewish territory and the fear is not going away here either. This story sits on the point 
between faith and fear. Two incidents are woven together about women in crisis.  We only know them 
through their needs, needs which while they are members of  the community, they are also subject to 
taboos of  blood and illness, and in the case of  the young woman death too. Bleeding women and dead girls 
should not be touched! I wondered whether these had any relevance to today until I viewed a little clip 
about MP’s reading out some abusive text and twitter messages they had received. Three male and three 
female MP’s shared and it struck me that the offensive ones to the women were much more focussed on 
their femaleness than their personality. What is it that makes us do that? If  we denigrate a woman for being 
a woman doesn’t that strike deep at the roots of  what we think we mean by being human?  

Part of  the story revolves around the number twelve. I know it has significance in Jewish thought as in the 
twelve tribes and is picked up in the New Testament in the twelve disciples. The real significance of  the 
number is that it stands for completeness and perfection. Now for the older woman and the young one, 
their situations are the exact opposite. There is nothing complete, nothing perfect about their condition. 
The woman has had a flow of  blood for twelve years. “Flow” here could also be translated as “river” and 
so her life has been swept along by this condition that has tired her and drained her of  all her resources, 
physical, emotional and financial. What is more being in this state has made her ritually unclean. She 
cannot join in even the simplest of  community gathering lest she pollute anyone she comes in contact 
with, and that would no doubt cost her too. A member of  the community isolated within it. Who do we do 
that too in our community? 

Then there is the young woman. Mark mentions parenthetically that she is twelve. Her life has not yet been 
lived, she is coming into womanhood and instead of  life she receives death. Yes it is a completion, but it is 
far from perfect, far from it indeed. Yet in terms of  the time, it was not an unexpected situation. One 
researcher observes that in Jesus’ time 60 per cent of  children died by their mid-teens, so that the gift of  a 
child was always a precarious thing, yet this father had a special care for her at a time when daughters were 
of  much lesser value than sons. Perhaps the unthinkable had happened and any sons he had had died and 
here he was left only with his daughter. Something was clearly at work because he responds desperately. 

He goes to this itinerant teacher and healer who is already in trouble with his colleagues in other places. He 
goes risking being ridiculed, risking missing it seems the last moments with his daughter. He is clearly a 
man of  prestige and well respected, a leader accustomed to being listened to, yet her illness has weakened 
him and it brings him low, bending the knee to this healer and teacher. His is the name we get told. Jairus, 
and perhaps it is a clue to our understanding. Jairus means “He who will be awakened or he is 
enlightened.” Jairus becomes a risk-taker with such a lot to lose, and he comes out of  desperation. His faith 
test is yet to come. 

Mark’s spare account lets us reflect on each person in the story. Jairus, religious leader, father, worried, 
hurried. Jesus, we don’t know his other plans, drops everything silently to go with this father in his distress; 
the disciples, struggling as usual to keep up; the crowd, always the crowd ready to comment, observe, 
judge, hoping for something, anything perhaps, that might spark the day, or maybe even something in their 
lives? 



There they go and here she comes, the silent woman, without any boldness, coming, seeking one healing 
touch. Each, she and Jairus, have done in their own way what they have needed to do, whatever it took, for 
the sake of  healing and new life. She hoped for continued anonymity, but Jesus knew. “Who touched me?” 
Whose agenda are we dealing with here? Jairus is no doubt fretting. The disciples will have seen that 
opportunity to get in good with the synagogue leaders in town just go up in smoke. “Jesus, how can you 
know? Don’t be silly – oh man!” The crowd would be sensing the tension and ready with its judgement, 
after all they would know the condition of  this woman. What is this Jesus up to doesn’t he know the 
pecking order. 

On the way to one work of  mercy, Jesus’ mission is interrupted. Yet isn’t that the way grace works? Grace 
means that God has no task more urgent that to assist those ho seek help. How often in your own life has 
grace come unplanned, unbidden, quite surprising. Isn’t that the way of  it. We plan our lives around what 
we know and, whoops, before we know it our priorities are challenged. How do we decide? For Jesus it 
seems, time after time, those who he responds to are often the least visible ones, so here the most 
important thing is to face the person, this woman who touched him, so that she is encountered as areal 
person and not an anonymous touch. And the result is as Eugene Peterson translates it, “ “Daughter, you 
took a risk of  faith, and now you’re healed and whole. Live well, live blessed! Be healed of  your plague.”  

Jesus is now ritually impure  and word comes that the girl has died. Jesus doesn't seem to be concerned 
with losing face in front of  the crowd. Instead, he speaks quietly, personally, to Jairus right then, reassuring 
him, as Peterson again translates: "Don't listen to them; just trust me,” Again he ignores the concerns of  
the crowd, goes in and touches the now dead girl – doubly impure! – and tells her to get up. Frederick 
Buechner is a bit more sympathetic to the mourners, who he says "wept and wailed because they didn't 
have it in them to pretend that the death of  a child is anything but the tragic and unspeakable thing that it 
is, and Jesus didn't say anything to make them change their minds, didn't tell them that it was God's will or 
anything like that.” 

There is a message for the despairing. Those who come to the point of  saying 'there's no use bothering 
now, we lost our chance, God has no time for us anymore. Our twelve year old girl is dead and all we can 
hope for is to grow old and see the place taken over by strangers’. Jesus says to these. Don't weep nor 
mock. Believe in a God whose priorities are not perverse, who is not simply putting people down. Have 
faith in one who overcomes the divide, who brings the privileged and the unprivileged into a common 
fellowship of  the healed, the saved, the ones made whole. Have faith in the one who cannot be 
contaminated by contact with the wrong people, because in God's eyes there are no wrong people, only 
people who are hurting, who are in need of  healing, in need of  being made whole. 

Unlike the noisy, dramatic, terrifying storm, it must have been a tender scene inside that house, in the quiet 
that surrounds the sorrow for a dead child, yet Jesus is once again calm and confident. Instead of  raising 
his hand to command the sea to calm down, he reaches down to invite the little girl to rise up and live. And 
the little girl does get up "immediately," and walks around, to the amazement of  all. Jesus has to be the one 
to remember that she might be hungry after her ordeal, and tells them to feed her. He doesn't miss the 
most ordinary details of  compassion. 

But is this really just a story about purity and uncleanness? It makes you wonder whether God is as 
concerned about cleanness and purity as we are? Or perhaps, it shouldn’t make us wonder. It should 
confirm that God is not nearly as obsessed with purity as we are. But, if  not purity, then what, according to 
this story, is God concerned with? As I read it, my heart tells me that it’s compassion, life, wholeness, and 
grace. And, if  we are to follow Jesus, we will have to find it in us to lay aside our particular brand of  purity, 
our need to dominate and control others according to our agendas, or our criteria for acceptability, our 
morality or social mores. We will have to find a way to make compassion, grace, life, and wholeness our 
priority, and we will have to do our best to seek to touch others with these gifts – especially those who 
need them most. Jesus refused to accept that human misery and the human processes of  begetting and 
child-bearing, of  being ill and dying, put one outside God's concern. The question we have to ask 
ourselves, as individuals and as the church, is whether they are outside our concern. Jesus refuses to keep 
himself  removed from those who are declared unclean by religious authorities, and clearly, he calls us to 
follow in those same ways. How do you think we are doing with that call? 
The Word of  Jesus is among us. Hear that Word.


